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Fez in one slide
• Full featured front end to Fedora
• Free, Open source, PHP (GPL)
• Auth/Authz, Shibboleth, LDAP, eduPerson
• Comprehensive workflow model with
automatic and manual workflow behaviours,
states, triggers and webservices
• Preservation services include PREMIS history
logging, JHOVE workflow service, Fedora
preservation services, AONS 2, use of
standards (MODS, METS, PREMIS)
 Audited by ANU ticked all boxes
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Contents
• Fez 2 major new features
 from the Australian Partnership for
Sustainable Repositories outcomes
(APSR)
 from the Research Quality
Framework (RQF)
• Fez 2.1 goals
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APSR Outcomes
•  Submission Service
 APSR METS Profile
 OJS
 OCS
 Dspace
 Others - see www.apsr.edu.au
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APSR METS Profile - Dissemination
• Manakin emulation for Fez + Fedora
 Proven interoperability for OJS
dissemination in both Dspace and Fez
 Can show demo (on fedora mailing
list)
 https://vmdev-repo.library.uq.edu.au/theme.php?pid=ANU:1314&action=community-
home&theme_id=chameleon_journal
 Uses Chamelon AJAX CSS editor (from
Moodle and Dspace Manakin) for live
preview and CSS changes
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RQF Outcomes
• Deduplication Workflow
• 120,000 objects coming from 4
different sources = many duplicate
objects
• Deduplicated using new Fez automatic
and manual workflows down to 65,000
objects in the live site
• Now 72 triples in Fez
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Fez 2 features
• 72 x 65,000 objects - 4.5 million
‘triples’ in the UQ live Fez index
• New SQL index structure in Fez 2
allows scaling for greatly improved
performance (like MPTStore)
 Multiple tables, 1 core table, 1 table
per 1-Many triple/relationship
 new structure also allows for ad-hoc
reporting as it is much more easily
understandable
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Fez 2 new features
• Improved look and feel
• 99% configuration now done in admin
panel web GUI
 on-the-fly config sanity checking and
help suggestions
• No longer force a community-
collection-object model (free floating
objects supported)
• Subcollections now supported
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Fez 2 new features
• Citation building engine, full citation in
browse/search results
•  Multiple views of search/browse results
 citation
 citation-only
 simple view
 rss
 full xml feed
 oai
 more very easily added (simple smarty
templates)
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Fez 2 new features
• “FezTube” flash video dissemination
with the embedded flash video player
• Tag cloud on keywords (or any
metadata)
• Customisable user front page
• Workbench for publishing workflows
• Much more (Fez 1.3 was back in March
07)
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Architecture for Scaling Fedora and Fez
• Multiple front and middle and storage layer
replication
 for performance, balancing and redundancy
• Extending the SAN across campuses
 Fibre Channel for Video, heavily accessed
material
 SATA for the rest
 Workflows to easily manage movement of
Fedora content between Fibre and SATA
• Clustering the RDBMS (Mysql/Postgresql)
• Virtual Machines (VMWare ESX) -
 Fez+Fedora all inclusive VM Template =
quick deployment of new Fez sites for
hosting
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What else has been happening?
• Rubric evaluation of Fedora systems for
AANRO Australian Land and Water
 200,000+ objects
 Fez 2, Vital VTLS and Muradora evaluated
 Results available on AANRO blog
 http://aanro-repo.blogspot.com/
 Final report for AANRO out soon
• Packaging Fez and Fedora for a LiveDVD
• Easy Ubuntu, Redhat/Centos and Solaris
package managed installs
• UQ Fez hosting services - Virtual Machines
• Fez developer community growing steadily
(Fez Campfire very active)
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Fez 2.1 goals
• PostgreSQL support using tsearch2 fulltext
indexing
• Faceted searching
• Did you mean dictionary searching, thesaurus
searching with no results (using ISpell)
• Extend css/manakin per group of objects
(community/collection/object level)
• Full AONS 2 support
• Fedora 3.0+ support (CMDA, Mulgara)
• Look into Fedoras newly announced
integration plans with Sun StorageTek 5800
honeycomb
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Additional Information
• Fez Wiki
 http://dev-repo.library.uq.edu.au/wiki
• SourceForge site:
 http://sf.net/projects/fez
 2 mailing lists, WebSVN and a forum
• APSR
 http://www.apsr.edu.au
• UQ eSpace (our live production site)
 http://espace.library.uq.edu.au
 Search for ‘Fez’ or ‘eSpace’ to see all my conference
papers and presentations - help me boost my paper
download stats!
